
 

 
 

GERMAN SUPPLY CHAIN LAW –                  
GOOD THOUGHT, BADLY DONE 
BLOGPOST BY DUNJA NEUMANN & KATHRIN ROMER 

THE MASTER STARTS, A NEW LAPTOP IS NEEDED, BECAUSE THE OLD ONE HAS HAD ITS DAY. IT HAS TO BE A MACBOOK. BUT 
HAVE YOU EVER ASKED YOURSELF WHERE YOUR MACBOOK COMES FROM? THE QUESTION "WHERE FROM" WE OFTEN ASK 
OURSELVES WITH FOOD, BUT WHY NOT WITH OUR ELECTRONIC DEVICES? CONSISTING OF THE SMALLEST INDIVIDUAL 
PARTS, WHICH IN TURN ARE PRODUCED ALL OVER THE WORLD, SOMETIMES UNDER VERY POOR WORKING CONDITIONS, 
IT IS THEN ASSEMBLED IN THE END.  

 

Apple profits from the sale of this MacBook here in Germany, 
even if the product itself actually comes from the rest of the 
world. Doesn't Apple then also have a responsibility to 
ensure that human rights are respected in all sections of the 
supply chain?  

 

Behind this very question, Germany passed a draft law on 
March 3, 2021 based on the UN Guiding Principles, the so-
called Due Diligence Act.i We will now take a closer look at 
this law. What does it say, what does it want to achieve?  

 

In the course of this law, German companies are obliged to 
ensure that their own business unit, the indirect supplier and 
the direct supplier adhere to the UN Guiding Principles.ii 

 

BUT WHAT ARE THESE PRINCIPLES AND WHAT 
EXACTLY ARE THEY SUPPOSED TO ACHIEVE?  

The UN Guiding Principles consist of 3 pillars: 1. the state's 
duty to protect, 2. corporate responsibility, and 3. access to 

remedy through legal remedies and grievance mechanisms.iii 
Sounds complex but the goal is quite simple: human rights 
are paramount and must not be violated. The state and 
companies bear responsibility for this. If there are suspicions 
of abuse, everyone has the right to complain and thereby 
ensure justice.iv  

Figure 1 - UN Principles 

Source: own illustration based on BSRv 

BUT WHAT DOES THAT MEAN FOR OUR 
MACBOOK?  

The manufacturer Apple is responsible for ensuring that no 
human rights are violated in its own company, the supplier 
of its device, i.e. Foxconn, which assembles all components 
to a MacBook, and the supplier of Foxconn, such as the 
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touchscreen manufacturer Wintek.vi This also includes the 
responsible use of hazardous substances and environmental 
protection.   

Figure 2 - Supply Chain Range 

Source: own Illustration based on bmzvii 

It is also important to note that it does not matter where in 
the world the company is currently producing, the same 
rules apply to all of them.viii  

 

HOW IS IT CONTROLLED WHETHER ALL THREE 
REALLY ADHERE TO THE RULES OF THE GAME?  

Every year, Apple must submit a report to the Federal Office 
of Economics and Export Control (BAFA) confirming that all 
of the above-mentioned parties comply with the rules. If 
there is even the slightest suspicion of a violation, it is 
possible to incriminate the company without solid evidence 
and thus trigger an inspection by BAFA.ix  

 

However, the law does contain one small restriction. 
Compliance with the Supply Chain Act is linked to the 
number of employees. Companies with more than 3,000 
employees must comply with the law from 2023. From 2024, 
it will apply in the same way to companies with a size of 
1,000 employees or more.x 

 

THAT SOUNDS QUITE NICE NOW, BUT WHAT 
ABOUT A SMALLER COMPANY, WHAT RULES 
APPLY HERE? 

Couldn't the law create an incentive for larger companies to 
spin off their divisions into subsidiaries? This would allow 
them to skip supply chain steps, among other things, by 
being their own supplier. If the subsidiaries are smaller than 
1,000 employees, they could even bypass the law altogether. 

 

NOW WE'VE TALKED A LOT ABOUT FINISHED 
PRODUCTS.  

With food like fruits, we also ask the question about the 
origin and an organic and sustainable cultivation. We can 
also relate this question to our laptop. Because no piece of 
mined lithium automatically makes a computer. We have 
already learned that the aforementioned supply chain law 
only refers to two subsequent suppliers, whereby the pure 
extraction of the raw materials is completely left behind. It 
is well known that at this point of production the working 
conditions are the worst.xi  

We notice that the law follows the right basic idea, but has 
not been thought through to the end in many points.  

Especially the national level does not bring us directly to 
long-term improvements. In the long term, the international 
interest should be that it is possible to work under the same 
working conditions in all countries. The first step already lies 
in the fact that already on EU level a regulation would like to 
be met in the near future.xii 

 

As you can see, there is much more to a simple MacBook 
purchase than just the question of technical and user-
friendly requirements. 
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